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Abstract: The proliferation of internet users is increasing rapidly as a result of network growth in 

technology (wired and wireless) in recent years, cloud computing services has gained attention in the 

scientific and industrial communities. Cloud computing provides a flexible and cost effective services for 

consumers and companies through offering services, resources and infrastructure for providers. Cloud 

computing is a sub-domain of computer network so security issues are a challenge for cloud computing 

spread, there are many security issues and concerns appear while using cloud services. Protecting data from 

threats and attacks is the most challenging tasks nowadays, since people and companies stores confidential 

data in the cloud.  The purpose of this paper is focus on granting and authenticating data, while these data 

are transferred over cloud to gain the trust from the provider. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is an internet techniques that uses central remote servers to keep, stores data and 

applications. Cloud computing enables consumers and firms' employees to use applications without the 

needs to install special software's, this technology allows more efficient computing by centralizing storage, 

memory, processing and bandwidth [1]. Cloud computing allows delivering hosted services over the Internet 

by using   software that is installed on computer based on client-side. Cloud computing can be summarized 

by three segments: applications, storages, and connectivity, Cloud computing is independent computing as it 

is totally different from grid and utility computing, an example of cloud computing is Google Apps, it enables 

to access services via the browser and deployed on millions of machines over the Internet [2]. The 

architecture of cloud computing can be classified to three types of models' services, namely Infrastructure as 

a service (IaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) and Patform as A Service (PaaS) [3]-[5]. 

1.1. Cloud Services Models 

Cloud Computing includes software and hardware, the system software refers to the applications which 

are delivered over the Internet, while the hardware include all the physical components in client and server 

sides [6]. Cloud computing can be categorized to three types with respect to the service model: 

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platformas-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)[9].  

1.1.1. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) 
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It is base layer of the cloud stack and serves as a foundation for the other two layers. This type of services 

distributes a full computer infrastructure via the web or Internet. Most popular provider of IaaS like Amazon 

Web Services, it offers virtual server instances with unique IP addresses and block of storage on demand. [3], 

this service minimizes the initial investment in computing hardware such as servers, networking devices 

and processing power.  

1.1.2. Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) 

It is defined as a set of product development tools and software that is hosted on the provider 

infrastructure; this service helps the consumer to deploy his own applications without installing any platform 

or tools on their machines [10]. 

1.1.3. Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 

In this model, the vendor supplies the software product, the hardware infrastructure and interacts with the 

user through front end portal; the applications are accessed through s thin client interface such as 

web-based email. 

Cloud computing technology uses large pools of resources that are connected through private or public 

networks. Cloud computing provides its services according to the previous mentioned models as described in 

Fig. 1. This technology simplifies infrastructure planning and provides dynamically scalable infrastructure for 

cloud based applications, data, and file storage. Businesses can choose to deploy applications on Public, 

Private, Hybrid clouds or the newer Community Cloud [7]. 

 

Cloud Clients
Web Browser, Mobile Applications, Thin Clients, Terminal Emulators,…..

SaaS

CRM, Email, Virtual Desktop, Communication, Games,…...

IaaS
Virtual Machines, Severs, Storage, Load Balancers, networks,…….

PaaS
Executive Runtimes, Database, Web Server, Development Tools, …...

Applications

Platform

Infrastructure

 
Fig. 1. Cloud computing layers [8]. 

 

1.2. Cloud Computing Types 

Cloud computing can be categorized according to the subscribe user depending on his needs. As a home 

user or small business owner, home user will most likely use public cloud services.  

1.2.1. Public cloud 

It is based on the standard cloud computing model, where a service provider makes resources (such as 

applications) available to all general public over the Internet. Public cloud may be free or offered on a 

pay-per-usage model. A public cloud can be accessed by any subscriber with an internet connection and 

access to the cloud space. Public cloud service has the following benefits: 

1) Inexpensive and easy setup because of hardware. 

2) Scalability to meet needs. 

3) You pay for what you use, so there no wasted resources. 

1.2.2. Private cloud 
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It consists of virtual machines or application in a company that own set of hosts. They provide benefits of 

shared hardware costs, the ability to recover from failure and the ability of scaling up or down depending 

upon demand. It provides hosted services to a limit number of people behind a firewall. A private cloud is 

established for a specific group or organization and limits access to just that group. 

1.2.3. Community cloud  

It is shared among two or more organizations that have similar cloud requirements. This will help in 

limiting the capital costs for its establishment as the costs are shared among the organizations. The operation 

may be in house or with a third party on the premises.  

1.2.4. Hybrid cloud 

It is multiple cloud systems that connected in a way to allows programs and data to be a moved easily from 

one deployment system to another. It's also can be defined as a composition of two or more clouds (private, 

community, or public) that remain unique entities but are bound together. A hybrid cloud is essentially a 

combination of at least two clouds, where the clouds included are a mixture of public, private, or community. 

Hybrid clouds are useful for archiving, allowing local data to be replicated to a public cloud. 

2. Challenges of Cloud Computing 

Converting the IT infrastructure for enterprises and firms into cloud computing is a cheap solution, but 

unfortunately Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and the large enterprises face potential problems that 

delay the adoption of cloud computing [11]. 

2.1. Privacy and Security of Data 

Cloud computing uses data and resources that are distributed among different clients, so privacy and 

security of data face sever threats and vulnerability. Threat can be defined as a potential attach that may lead 

to a misuse of information and resources, while vulnerability refers to the flaws in a system that allows an 

attack to be successful [12]. In SaaS, data of organizations is often processed and stored as a plaintext in the 

cloud, but this will produce security issues [13]. PaaS security composites of platform security and 

customer's deployed applications [14], PaaS inherits smashups security such as data network security. In IaaS, 

the cloud users have better control and security than other models as there is no vacation in virtual machines, 

they control all the security policies correctly [15]. 

2.2. Costing and Continuously Evolving 

The main cost of cloud computing depends on in information security management which includes: the 

costs of migrating, implementing, integrating, training, and redesigning. Also it includes the cost of training 

supporting people in the new processes [16]. Cloud consumers consider the tradeoffs amongst integration, 

computation and communication. The customer needs saving money on buying hardware and staffing to 

maintain it. User requirements are continuously evolving, as are the requirements for networking, storage 

and interfaces. This means that public cloud does not remain static and is also continuously evolving. 

3. Security Issues and Solutions in Cloud Computing 

Adapting cloud computing in organizations produces different risks than traditional IT solutions. 

Unfortunately, integrating security into these solutions make them more rigid [17]. In this section we will 

concentrate on the Security challenge and suggest an enhancement for more secure cloud computing. Since 

the consumers and providers need to send data and services over cloud with a high security concerns, they 

need to do that in safe data transmission. Also they need to give a very secure authentication method to 

guarantee the safety of data. All sectors are migrating to cloud computing because IT costs can be cut, it 

reduces capital expenses, and is a viable option to modernize legacy systems. 
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3.1. Authentication 

Trust in a cloud computing relies on the selected deployment model, as the governance of data and 

applications is outsourced and delegated out of the owner’s strict control. In traditional architectures, trust 

was enforced by an efficient security policy and flow among participants. In   a cloud deployment, this 

perception is totally obscured.  

Cloud service providers request customers to store their account information in the cloud, cloud service 

providers have the access to this information. This presents a privacy issue to the customer’s privacy 

information. When a customer decide to use multiple cloud service, the customer will have to store his/her 

password in multiple cloud, the more cloud service the customer is subscript to, the more copy of the user’s 

information. this will lead to multiple authentication processes. For every cloud service, the customer needs 

to exchange his/her authentication information. These redundant actions may lead to an exploit of the 

authentication mechanism. Cloud service providers use different authentication technologies for 

authenticating users, this may have less impact on SaaS than PaaS and IaaS, but it is present a challenge to 

the customers. Authentication is the act of creating or validating something (or someone) as authentic and 

claims made about the topic are true. 

Many different ways are used in cloud services to gain authentication for users. One of the most common 

ways is to login at the cloud provider’s web page through a web browser to gain access to privileges and 

services associated with that user. Login process in usual contains two information username and password 

[18]. 

The main authentication used is Two Factor Authentication, in this type of authentication user has to 

provide two main terms to get authentication to him. For example, when a user login to webpage he share his 

password and a series of random numbers generated from authentication device. 

3.2. Static Passwords 

A static password is the usual way that users authenticate when login to a service is needed. The password 

is usually a secret word picked by the user and it may contain letters, numbers or special characters. Many 

weaknesses are existed in static passwords, if the password is too simple it will be exposed by different types 

of threats such as Trojans, social engineering. When user choose hard password it will be very hard to 

remember, this lead to writing it on a piece of paper, which will be a big security risk. Passwords remain the 

most familiar and commonly-used form of user authentication in organizational settings, in spite the 

growing number of graphical and biometric authentication mechanisms [19]. 

Passwords are used by almost all business applications for authentication. However static passwords have 

many drawbacks e.g. passwords can get hacked. It is recommended to move to dynamic password scheme 

like One Time Passwords or OTP [20]. OTP give more secure environment than static passwords as there are 

no chances to forget or reuse passwords. Each time a new password is generated for each login session. 

Authentication by one time passwords are more reliable and user friendly as well. OTP generation can be 

done by various OTP generation algorithms for generating strings of passwords, OTP offering a strong 

authentication by using two-factors: user name and a device name [21]. 

4. Proposed Solution for Static Password over Cloud Computing 

Authentication solution must be strong, simple to integrate with the existing infrastructure and easy to 

deploy and manage. In this paper a proposed solution which is based on authentication over mobile by using 

One Time Password (OTP) concept will be proposed, the proposed solution will be described in this section; 

mobile device will be used as authentication device, user have to enter the PIN code to generate a One Time 

password that can be used for login process. 
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1) A user needs to login to his/her personal account through a web browser. 

2) The user starts an application on a mobile phone then enters a PIN code. 

3) After that an One Time Password is generated and displayed on the phone. 

4) The user enters his/her username and the One Time Password at the login page, and sends the 

information to the authentication server. 

5) A permission access will be given to the user or the access will be denied. 

This solution offers more security on cloud services since it’s only send the username and one time 

password , and it save the cost by making the mobile device as same as authentication device. Fig. 2 shows 

Authentication System Using One Time Password. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Authentication using one time password. 
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Fig. 3. Flowchart for authentication using one time password. 
 

The proposed solution depends on using one time password to overcome the drawbacks of key security 

consideration. The authentication process starts by entering the pin code which is unique, and then the user 

has to enter his user name if it is correct the system will ask him to enter his OTP, if user name and OTP are 

correct the user can enter his account as described in the authentication flowchart depicted in Fig. 3.  

5. Conclusion 

Cloud computing is a promising technology with profound implications not only for Internet services but 

also for the IT sector as a whole. Unfortunate, several obstacles issues are exist; particularly these issues are 

related to service-level agreements (SLA), security and privacy, and power efficiency. This paper tested the 
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current security over cloud services. Modify technique have been proposed for more secure authentication 

regarding cloud services, the proposed solution is based on time password through using the mobile PIN 

code and username. The traditional way used static passwords to let user get access to their accounts. In this 

paper One Time Passport is proposed as a new technique to get authentication over cloud services, this 

solution is more secure and easy to deploy. 
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